Make a Man’s Bath Wrap

Another FREE pattern from Sew Chic Pattern Co.
www.SewChicPatterns.com

Materials: 1 towel, 27” x 52” or larger 1/4 yard 1” velcro
1/2 yard 1” non-roll elastic  Thread

Start with a 27” x 52” towel, or cut a larger towel to size. Hem all cut edges.

Using a selvaged edge (factory finished) sew a 1-1/8” casing leaving 10” free at the end. Thread elastic through casing.

Tack elastic in place 9” from edge.

Finish sewing casing to ends. Tack elastic again through all layers. Sew velcro to inside and outside at ends as illustrated.

Sew Velcro Inside

18” Elastic

Sew Velcro to the outside
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